Aiming at solving the problems of occlusion and illumination in face recognition, a new method of face recognition based on Kernel Principal Components Analysis (KPCA) and Collaborative Representation Classifier (CRC) is developed. The KPCA can obtain effective discriminative information and reduce the feature dimensions by extracting face's nonlinear structures features, the decisive factor. Considering the collaboration among the samples, the CRC which synthetically consider the relationship among samples is used. Experimental results demonstrate that the algorithm obtains good recognition rates and also improves the efficiency. The KCRC algorithm can effectively solve the problem of illumination and occlusion in face recognition.
Introduction
Automatic face recognition (FR) is one of the most visible and challenging research focus in computer vision and pattern recognition. Although facial images have a high dimensionality, they usually lie on a lower dimensional subspace or sub-manifold [1] .Therefore, subspace learning and manifold methods have been dominantly and successfully used in FR. The classical Eigenfaces [2] and Fisherfaces [3] algorithm only consider the global scatter of training samples and they fail to reveal the essential data structures nonlinearly embedded in high dimensional space. The manifold learning [4] methods have been proposed to overcome this limitation. The success of manifold learning implies that the high dimensional face images can be sparsely represented or coded by the representative samples on the manifold. Very recently, sparse representation (SR) [5] technique is employed for robust FR. In [5] , the training samples are used as the dictionary to code the input testing image as a sparse linear combination of them via 1 l -norm minimization. The SR based classification (SRC) of face images is conducted by evaluating which class of training samples could minimize reconstruction error of the input testing image with sparse coding coefficients. Such a novel idea has been shown to be very effective in overcoming the problem of face occlusion, using 1 l -norm minimization lead to low efficiency. SRC represents test image as the linear combination of the training samples from all classes, the use of all classes to collaboratively represent test image alleviates the problem which the small-sample-size in FR occur, especially when the number of training samples per class is small, so the collaborative representation based on classification (CRC) is proposed in [6] . The extensive experiments prove that CRC has a very competitive classification result, with significant less complexity than SRC.
In this paper, we propose kernel CRC (KCRC) algorithm to solve the problem of face recognition. The KPCA method [7] is applied to extract the feature of the face image. KPCA method is the nonlinear promotion of Eigenfaces method. This method reduces the number of redundant feature dimensions of the image, at the same time retains the most conducive discriminative information. Finally we use CRC which considers not only local similarity between the test sample and its class but also global difference between the test sample and the other classes in kernel space, so it can solve the problems of occlusion and illumination effectively.
KCRC ALGORITHM

A. Feature extraction
The basic idea of KPCA method [7] is that the input linear space is projected to a high dimensional kernel space using kernel function, and then conduct principal component analysis to the kernel space, so we can obtain high-order statistical information of the face images among pixels.
We identify a grayscale image with the vector m x R ∈ given by stacking its columns. We arrange the given n training images of as columns of a single matrix ] ,... (1), we obtain the kernel training matrix Φ x K which is similar to the covariance matrix in PCA [2] . Based on the idea in PCA, in kernel feature space f R solve the eigenvalue problem as (2) .
(2) By solving (2), we can obtain eigenvalues n λ λ ... 1 and eigenvectors n v v ... 1 , sorting the eigenvalues in descending order and adjusting the correspond eigenvectors. According to given dimensions we extract t principle components in kernel feature space, and obtain the kernel projection space (KPS)
Finally the kernel training matrix is projected to KPS to obtain the kernel training projection coefficient, we denote it as kernel training samples Φ X . For the testing images ] ,...,
, each vector i y is projected from the input space, m R , to a high dimensional feature space, f R , by a nonlinear mapping function (1), we obtain the kernel testing matrix Φ y K , and then project it to the KPS to obtain the kernel testing projection coefficients, we denote it as kernel testing samples Φ Y .
B. Classification and recognition
Sparse representation [5] coding a test image y over a training images X such that α X y = and α is a sparse vector. The sparsity of α can be measured by 0 l -norm, which counts the number of nonzero in α .Since the combinatorial 0 l -minimization is NP-hard, the 1 l -minimization, as the closest convex function to 0 l -minimization, is widely employed in sparse coding:
where ε is a small constant. Although 1 l -minimization is much more efficient than 0 l -minimization, it is still time consuming. In fact, the term 2 -α X y has a high impact on the final coding results because it ensure that the given test image y can be faithfully represented by the training images X . So we use CRC [6] to conduct classification in the kernel feature space.
In SRC's discuss, they assumed that there are enough training samples for each class so that the dictionary i X is over-complete. Unfortunately, FR is a typical sample-size problem, and i X is undercomplete in general. If we use i X to represent y , the representation error can be big, even when y is from class i . Consequently, the classification will be unstable. Fortunately, one fact in FR is that face images of different classes share similarities. Some sample from class j may be very helpful to represent the testing sample with label i . In SRC, this "lack of samples" problem is solved by taking the face images from all the other classes as the possible samples of each class. That is, it codes the testing image y collaboratively over the dictionary of all samples ] ,... 
Obviously, from (4) we can see that it is the amount When we judge if belongs to class i , (6) shows that by using CR, we will not only consider if the angle between Φ ŷ and Φ i χ is small (i.e., if
is small), we will also consider if the angle between
is big). Such a "double checking" makes the classification more effective and robust.
In order to collaboratively represent the query sample using Φ X with low computational burden, we propose to use the regularized least square method (7) .
( )
Where λ is the regularization parameter. The role of the regularization term is twofold. First, it makes the least square solution stable, and second, it introduce a certain amount of "sparsity" to the solution αˆ, yet this sparsity is much weaker than that by 1 l -norm. The solution of CR with regularized least square in (8) can be easily and analytically derived as 
Experimental Results
A. Illumination problem
In our experiments, we use the AR database [8] . A subset (with only illumination and expression change) that contains 50 male subjects and 50 female subjects was chosen from the AR dataset in our experiment. For each subject, the seven images from Session 1 were used for training, with other seven images from session 2 for testing. We use the original resolution (165× 120) of these images, and don't crop them. The comparison of KPCA_CRC and its competing method methods is given in Table1. We can see that RSC performs much better than all the other five methods in all dimensions except that KCRC is slightly worse than others when the dimension is 30. On other dimensions, KCRC outperforms SRC and CRC_RLS by about 6%.
B. Occlusion problem
1) FR with real face disguise: a subset from the AR database is used in this experiment. We conduct FR with complex disguise (disguise with different illumination and longer data acquisition interval). 300 images (3 neutral images with different illumination per subject) of non-occluded frontal views in Session 1 were used for training, while the disguised images (3 images with various illumination and sunglasses or scarf per subject per Session) in Sessions 1 and 2 for testing. Table 2 shows the result of KPCA, CRC_CLS and KCRC. We can see that KCRC outperforms KPCA by about 14% and CRC_RLS by about 60%.
Figne1
The real disguised images of the AR database 2) FR with pixel corruption: a subset (with only illumination and expression change) that contains 50 male subjects and 50 female subjects was chosen from the AR dataset in our experiment. For each subject, the four images from Session 1 were used for training, with other four images from session 2 for testing. For each testing images, we replaced a certain percentage of its pixels by uniformly distributed random values within [0,255], the corrupted pixels were randomly chosen for each test image and the locations are unknown to the algorithm. Figure 2 shows the face image of AR database under the percentage of corrupted from 0 to 30%. Table 3 shows the result of recognition rates. In this experiment, we see that KPCA and CRC_CLS is very sensitive to occlusion, so the recognition rates very low, but KCRC is very effective.
3) FR with block occlusion: using the same subset like 2), but each test image was occluded by an unrelated image in randomly located square block from 0% to 70%. Table 4 shows the result of KCRC and KPCA. We can see that KCRC outperforms KPCA by about 1%，when the occlusion rate lower than 40%. In our experiment, we see that CRC_CLS is very sensitive to block occlusion.
Conclusion
This paper presents KCRC algorithm, with the kernel idea, it extracts feature, and conducts classification in the kernel feature space. It proves to be robust to various types of occlusion and illumination since KCRC can extract the most effective discriminative information for conducting classification. The experimental results demonstrate that KCRC outperform significantly previous methods, while its computational complexity is lower.
